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I.

The main purpose of the essay – which focuses mainly on the Critique of Practical Reason and Metaphysics of Morals – is to develop some arguments devoted to the “rehabilitation” of the concept of community and its structural relevance within Kantian thought. In order to find a potentially fruitful theoretical “access” to the topic, it is appropriate to reconsider the Kant’s presentation of the concept of autonomy within the context of the Critique of Practical Reason, and precisely in Paragraph Eight of the First Chapter of the Analytic of Pure Practical Reason.

Autonomy of the will [Autonomie des Willens] is the sole principle of all moral laws and of duties in keeping with them; heteronomy of choice [Heteronomie der Willkür], on the other hand, not only does not ground any obligations at all but is instead opposed to the principle of obligation and to the morality of the will. That is to say, the sole principle of morality consists in independence from all matter of the law (namely, from a desired object) and at the same time in the determination of choice [Bestimmung der Willkür] through the mere form of giving universal law that a maxim must be capable of. That independence [Jene Unabhängigkeit], however, is freedom in the negative sense, whereas this lawgiving of its own [eigene Gesetzgebung] on the part of pure and, as such, practical reason is freedom in the positive sense. Thus the moral law expresses nothing other than the autonomy of pure practical reason, that is, freedom, and this is itself the formal condition of all maxims, under which alone they can accord with the supreme practical law².

At least two theoretical points of this complex definition deserve to be schematically highlighted. In the first place, unlike the context of the Grundlegung, in which Kant relates both autonomy and heteronomy to the concept of Will (the German Wille),³ in the definition
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quoted above the author connects for the first time unequivocally heteronomy to the notion of choice (Willkür). Secondly, Kant introduces here not only an important connection between autonomy and freedom, but also, immediately, a double notion both of will and of freedom. In other terms, we have the double notion of Will as Wille and as Willkür, and, contextually, the double notion of freedom, understood both in a negative and positive sense.

Let me first deepen the first duplicity. In order to understand the distinction and, nonetheless, the interconnection between these two concepts, we have to move away from the text of the Groundwork and to dwell upon the First Paragraph of the Introduction to the Metaphysics of Morals, significantly entitled On the relation of the faculties of the human nature with the moral laws. In this context, Kant finally outlines a first explicit distinction between Wille and Willkür:

The faculty of desire in accordance with concepts [Das Begehrensvermögen nach Begriffen] [...] insofar as it is joined with one's consciousness [Bewuβtsein] of the ability to bring about its object by one's action it is called choice [Willkür] [...]. The faculty of desire whose inner determining ground, hence even what pleases it, lies within the subject’s reason is called the will [Wille]. The will is therefore the faculty of desire considered not so much in relation to action (as choice is) but rather in relation to the ground determining choice to action [zur Handlung].

By following this passage, while Willkür is the conscious volition of a specific object that immediately connects itself to the action oriented to the concrete achievement of that object, Wille locates itself on a higher level – or rather on a less immediate one – with regard to the concrete agency: It is in direct touch with practical reason, and produces by that relation a purely rational «determining ground» that the Wille indicates to the Willkür, so that the latter could choose to make it its own determining ground, or rather the ground in conformity with which the Willkür orientates the agency itself.

Confirming this issue, Kant goes about this topic in the Fourth Paragraph of the Introduction, in which he affirms, among other things, that «laws proceed from the will, maxims from choice». Quoting Allison, we can affirm that «Kant uses the terms Wille and Willkür to characterize, respectively, the legislative and executive function of a unified faculty of volition, which he equally refers to by qualifying it as Wille». Wille therefore implies a larger and more comprehensive meaning, connotating the entire faculty of volition, and a stricter and specific one, which Kant connects only to a specific function of that faculty.

It's also necessary to underline that the attribution of the executive character to the Willkür doesn't imply that the latter has to be considered as a function constantly determined by something other than itself, namely by a determining ground coming from the Wille, that the Willkür would set simply on the level of effectiveness. It must not be forgotten that the Willkür remains always firstly defined by the character of spontaneity, namely by the capacity of starting by itself a process whatsoever; in other words, it is defined by the character of constituting itself the first cause of a series of effects. Rather, the executive qualification means that the Willkür turns to the maxims of agency, namely it deals directly with the execution of the action.
II.

Bearing in mind this broad theoretical framework, we can now try to enlighten the remaining part of the new conceptual panel presented in Paragraph Eight, by focusing on the double meaning of the notion of freedom (negative and positive), developed by Kant in the same context of the definition of autonomy of the will and in conjunction with the double qualification of that unique faculty of volition known as Wille and as Willkür. Nevertheless, before focusing on this second theoretical point, it’s preliminarily necessary to underline a further aspect, which Beck (in his Commentary on Kant’s Critique of Practical Reason) doesn’t seem to recognize adequately, but which is however relevant – as suggested by Landucci – in order to reach a full understanding of the complete meaning of the concept of freedom.

It is important to specify that both meanings of freedom mentioned by Kant in Paragraph Eight are connected to each characterization of the notion of Wille. This issue could prima facie astonish Kant’s reader, since there are very explicit passages, mostly in the Metaphysics of Morals, in which Kant seems explicitly – and exclusively – to attribute the negative meaning of freedom to choice and the positive one to will.

On the other hand, narrowing in this moment the analysis to the context of the Critique of practical reason, we are convinced about the possibility of acknowledging a double meaning of the concept of freedom for each of the two functions of will distinguished above, although Kant dwells upon this point in a mostly implicit or very concise form. I would also like to highlight that the clarification of this double definition is not devoted to denying the issue from the Metaphysics of Morals, but intends only to contribute to its enlargement and integration.

This definition emerges in immediate form with regard to the Wille, while it appears more indirectly in relation to the Willkür. The freedom of the Wille is derived by Kant from the concept of its autonomy. In fact, if we come back to the position of that «sole principle of morality», we meet the affirmation that morality «consists in independence from all matter of the law (namely, from a desired object)». In this independence, as Kant affirms later on, we have to recognize the negative concept of freedom, namely the one traditionally indicated as “freedom from”. This is the freedom from any possible compulsion or external intervention, the independence from something or someone that could oblige us, but that we can also not take into account. In the last case, this is the possibility of not articulating a law that would be commanded to us by a material principle, that is, a law that would find its determining ground in the sensible matter or in the object desired.

The autonomy of the will includes also a positive meaning of freedom, consisting of the «determination of choice through the mere form of giving universal law». It is recognizable in this short quotation what we usually define as the “freedom of”, namely the capacity of doing single actions such as the faculty of operating effectively in order to implement plans of action. In this case, we find here the possibility of offering to the choice a universally valid legislation, i.e. valid for the choice of every being capable of reason, since exclusively grounded in the legislative form that is common to every possible Maxim each person could articulate.
But the double negative-positive explication regards also the Willkür, the second function of that single faculty of volition. However, in order to recognize and specify this double definition it is necessary to leave behind the Critique of Practical Reason, and to turn to the first Critique, dwelling particularly upon an important passage of the Antinomy of Pure Reason, the second Chapter of the Transcendental Dialectic. We are now referring to the paragraph with the title – surely not immediately understandable – Resolution of the cosmological idea of the totality of the derivation of occurrences in the world from their causes.

Here Kant recovers the thematic core handled in the Third Conflict of the Transcendental Ideas, where had been placed the dialectic – more precisely, «the conflict» – between liberty and necessity with regards to causation of the phenomena of the world. The discussion of that «conflict» had essentially led to «admit» the idea of «an absolute causal spontaneity [absolute Spontaneität] beginning from itself a series of appearances that runs according to natural laws, hence transcendental freedom»\(^{13}\). Therefore, it has to be admitted «a transcendental idea of freedom», on which – as Kant affirms now – «the practical concept of freedom is grounded».

Freedom in the practical sense [Freiheit im praktischen Verstande] is the independence of the power of choice [Unabhängigkeit der Willkür] from necessitation [Nötigung] by impulse of sensibility. For a power of choice is sensible [sinnlich] insofar as it is pathologically affected (through moving-causes of sensibility); it is called an animal [tierisch] power of choice (arbitrium brutum) if it can be pathologically necessitated. The human power of choice is indeed an arbitrium sensitivum, yet not brutum but liberum, because sensibility does not render its action necessary, but in the human being there is a faculty of determining oneself from oneself [Vermögen von selbst zu bestimmen], independently of necessitation by sensible impulse\(^{14}\).

In this passage, Kant affirms the existence of a concept of «freedom in the practical sense» that regards and applies itself to the human choice – namely the human power of choice, following the translation of Willkür by Guyer. This new concept seems clearly to correspond to what in the context of the second Critique we could call the negative freedom of the choice – although this definition is not explicitly mentioned in that context. As in the case of the analogous meaning of freedom as applied to the Wille, basically we are dealing with a form of Unabhängigkeit, of an independence from something, namely, in this case, of a “freedom from” the natural inclinations and the impulses of sensibility.

Thus, negative freedom referred to choice is a form of freedom that animals do not attain – and their Arbitrium remains therefore brutum – but that regards indeed constitutively the arbitrium of a being capable of reason, which precisely in this sense is called liberum.

Moreover, there is a second sense in which we can predicate the freedom of human choice; a sense that – although not explicitly affirmed by Kant – is possible to gather from the same words with which ends the passage I just quoted. Kant firstly says that man can call himself “free” from necessitation by means of senses and sensibility. And this is freedom in a negative sense referred to Willkür.

But, secondly, Kant sustains also that «the human power of choice» [menschliche Willkür] is liberum since man possesses a «faculty of self-determination». In my opinion,
this is a somehow synthetic but unequivocal affirmation of a positive concept of freedom. In other terms, we are here not only in front of the “freedom from”, the independence from the impulses of sensibility, but also, contextually, in front of the “freedom of”, namely the capacity of making a choice and weighing up a possible determining ground of an action.

From this interpretative point of view, some clarifications are still needed. In relation to Willkür, it is legitimate to speak of positive freedom, but only, so to say, in the sense of second level positive freedom. We must remember, in fact, that, while Wille is the «faculty of laws» Willkür is the «faculty of maxims». Willkür is not allowed to “implement”, or to put into effect a «universal legislation». In other words, it is conceptually not possible for it to formulate laws – and this is because we can never define it as autonomous: as it is well known, within the Kantian etymological framework, the law (nomos) does not spring from Willkür itself, but rather from Wille, which coincides with pure practical reason.

However, the freedom of Willkür is in any case a positive one, even if it could never be a freedom «as autonomy of pure practical reason». Willkür can in fact decide by which law – by the “law of sensibility” (namely, the sphere of inclinations) or by the law of reason – it wants to be determined or, in other words, it can decide from which source of determinations to infer the maxim of agency. Within this perspective, therefore, its freedom is not the “freedom of” formulating the law, but nevertheless it is a “freedom of” creating the maxim according to the law chosen by itself.

Anyway, only within this theoretical perspective acquires intelligibility the Kantian dichotomy between autonomy of the will and heteronomy of choice. Since there is no “autonomy of choice”, it is self-contradictory to think of the existence of a “heteronomy of will”, since this would be equivalent to thinking that the will as Wille – directly coinciding with practical reason – could give itself a law different from that given by the unique pure practical reason. In other terms, this would be equivalent to affirming that practical reason can turn into something other than itself, a sort of non-reason – an issue totally inconceivable within the Kantian universe.

Although the negative sense of freedom seems to stand out with more directness and evidence as referring to Willkür, and the positive one as referring to Wille, we have thus to conclude that both meanings of the concept of freedom are present in both two dimensions of the faculty of will. Both Wille and Willkür are legitimately called free – and both in the double sense of the term: everyone implies constitutively what we could call an “excluding side” – connected to the possibility of avoiding something, or of being able to avoid doing something – and a “proactive” one – which indeed expresses that we can do something with awareness and taking responsibility for it.

III.

The recognition of a double dimension of free will, if on the one hand leads us to distinguish an arbitrary from an eminently voluntary level, on the other hand can direct us to reflect on the two different operative modes which govern these dimensions. Whilst “will” in
the sense of Willkür has its own specific difference in the articulation of subjective principles of single actions, “will” in the sense of Wille can be identified in the formulation of the moral law.

The dialectic that in this way appears to be established between Maxime and Gesetz leads us to interpret the distinction between «subjective principle» and «objective principle» with which the Analytic of Pure Practical Reason opens. This is not so much in the sense of the traditional metaphysical dialectic between subject and object, but rather – and eminently – in the sense of a more authentically ethical dialectic which originates between the single subject and a multiplicity of subjects, that is between subjectivity and intersubjectivity.

The perspective opened by Willkür remains in this sense anchored to the subjective and individual dimension, or rather substantially circumscribed to the single subject who must choose between their own individual inclinations – which takes the form of a unique and unrepeatable set of material and spurious reasons – and the moral law, which in itself however, as Willkür, does not directly contribute to formulating.

The perspective of Wille, indeed, assumes immediately the form of being constitutively open to the intersubjective dimension and of contemplating the existence of others. This occurs because the «action» proper to this function of will coincides with the formulation of a «universal legislation», or rather of a prescriptive restraint that derives from autonomy, from the self-legislation of each agent and that each person, as a being capable of reason, cannot but consider valid at a universal level, that is for every other being capable of reason.16

If I limit my awareness at the level of Willkür, Kant seems to suggest, I remain confined to solipsism, to a conflict between different reasons entirely within myself as a single subject17. If, however, I reach the awareness of possessing a will, or rather if I become certain that pure reason has in itself its practical use which determines in a purely rational way the will, I manage to open my subjectivity, to open myself immediately and constitutively to the other – the other individual, but also to all the other individuals – thanks to the awareness of the law of which we are custodians and which we contribute to make effective within a common restraint.

The affirmation of the practical law coincides here with the sharing of this law; the free and autonomous act reveals itself as an act sure determined by the single subject – and therefore constitutively free – but also common, as such as shared among single autonomous subjects: a free act that at the same time identifies with the determination of a reciprocal obligation.

The existence of this “legislative” capacity, which makes us subject of the law – reasonable beings able to formulate the fundamental law of pure practical reason –, involves us at the same time in the role of subjects to the law – reasonable beings «but finite» (in sense of limited), who must subject themselves to the law in the form of a categorical imperative. This, in other terms, reminds us that the legislator is also the addressee of the law, that the community of autonomous legislators is also the same entity which first of all – and in exclusive manner – is accountable for the respect of that law, and which must respect the commitments and obligations that are implicit in the law.

Still, the articulation of such a concept of community cannot lose sight of the fact that it is made up of single autonomous subjects, that is of subjects who are in themselves free. As
Esposito appropriately suggests, «the community is not a common subject or a substance, but the way in which single individuals who are irreducible among themselves exist together». 18

Community can never become a structure which encloses these subjects in a kind of “deadly embrace”, but however it still has the dual role of constituting a bond which unites the different singularities in a single destiny and which, at the same time, guarantees their separateness and free expression.

On the one hand, if we must conclusively recognise that «the greatest discovery of Kant is that the law is not a mere restriction of freedom, but is in itself a product of freedoms», 19 it is necessary, on the other, to admit that only the communitarian perspective opened by the idea of freedom of the will enables us to fully understand that discovery and the ultimate significance implicit in it. 20

However, the accomplished explanation of this idea leads us to recognise a further and perhaps not less relevant element of novelty elaborated by Kant with respect to the overall structure of the moral universe. If we return once again to reflect on the dual qualification of the will in the sense of Willkür and Wille, we can at this point legitimately claim that Kant intended to present in a new way the potentially conflictual but unavoidable relationship between single subject and the multiplicity of subjects that makes up the very essence of ethics, shifting it however towards the inside, towards the interior forum of the subject itself.

This assumption seems to be further confirmed by the articulation of the theme of freedom elaborated within the context of the second Critique examined here, and particularly by application of the double concept of freedom to both functions of will. The presence of the negative concept of freedom in relation to Wille and of the positive concept – but only of second level, in the sense clarified above – in relation to Willkür, originates from that same interpretative framework. This presence appears substantially functional to developing and to emphasizing still more decisively the community tension and the dialectic between subjectivity and intersubjectivity within the same subject, duplicating it now also within the two functions of the will.

Still, the existence of a concept of negative freedom in the context of Wille – which Kant qualifies as «independence from all matter of the law (namely, from a desired object)» –, reproduces the unfailing necessity of excluding each matter – which can only be subjective – from the legislative activity of an autonomous will, which in this way can only produce a legislation of pure practical reason valid at a universal level – or rather at a level that is constitutively common to each reasonable being – and, in this sense, intrinsically harmonic and communitarian. 21

The reciprocal and contrary existence of a positive concept of freedom in relation to Willkür does not constitute, just as in the previous case, the affirmation of a necessity, but rather, and exclusively, the prospective of possibility which, in effect, enables us to identify the existence of a community tension also at the level of choice.

In fact, whereas in the dimension of Wille we are already still and systematically open to intersubjectivity, in that of Willkür we are only potentially open to intersubjectivity, in that the latter dimension is perennially caught between forming the principle of acting, which start
from the sensitive inclinations of the single subject, and articulating a principle conforming to common moral law.

The dialectic between solipsismus and community, which originates within the faculty of the will – and is reasserted reverberating inside each of the functions of which it is composed –, therefore implies a priori, the shift of a relational dimension, both external and phenomenic, towards an internal and noumenic perspective.

That relation between different subjects, which must be realised in a categorical commitment for each person, thus goes beyond the character of historical-situational randomness or of mere legal-political exteriority, to assume the character of a real existential constitutivity by the being capable of reason. Such a relation is therefore compensated at the level of an a priori communitarian character of human existence, structurally delivered to individuality but also, at the same time, consigned to live together with others.
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